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The present research was an exploratory study which investigated

the marketing practices of textile-related, home-based business owners.

Questionnaires were mailed to 204 textile-related, home-based businesses

throughout the continental United States. The final response rate was 42

percent with 86 useable questionnaires.

A five-point semantic differential scale was used to measure the

importance of reasons for starting the textile-related, home-based

business and the importance of the following marketing issues:

(1) distribution methods; (2) promotion methods; and (3) educational and

professional marketing resources. Reasons given by respondents for

starting their textile-related, home-based business which received the

highest importance means were "to work flexible hours" and "to be my own

boss." These two reasons were not significantly different in importance

from each other, but were statistically more important than the third

highest importance mean, "to have a creative outlet."



The most important distribution method was "selling directly to

consumer" (M = 4.54). The most important promotion method was "word of

mouth" (M = 4.73).

None of the educational and professional resources achieved a mean

importance score of 4.00 or higher. The importance scores for the four

highest means were not statistically different from the highest mean. The

difference between self-study books (M = 3.99) and community/junior

college seminars (i = 3.29), the fifth importance mean, was statistically

different (p < .05). The resource, self-study books, was nominated the most

important resource by 23.5 percent of the respondents.

Marketing reach, a summed score of geographic marketing area,

distribution methods, and promotion methods, was analyzed in relation to

the variables education level of the business owner, marketing training,

contribution of the business to household income, product/service

orientation of the business, and the importance of the reason "to be my own

boss" for starting the textile-related, home-based business. Findings

indicate that the higher the score for marketing reach, the higher the

education level of the business owner, the more likely the business owner

was to have received marketing training, and the more important the reason

"to be my own boss" to the starting of the textile-related, home-based

business. The correlation between marketing reach and the variables

contribution of the business to household income and product/service

orientation of the business were not statistically significant.
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MARKETING PRACTICES OF
TEXTILE-RELATED, HOME-BASED BUSINESS OWNERS

INTRODUCTION

The option to conduct business in the home is a desirable alternative

and compromise to the dilemma of career versus family. The concept of a

home-based business may appear simple in theory but presents unforeseen

challenges to the uninformed. Family issues and business issues exist

regardless of mode of employment. The home-based business owner

coordinates family and business issues in the same physical environment

and frequently in the same span of time.

The business issues of working from the home are complicated by

location away from commercial areas. The residential atmosphere provides

an additional challenge to the marketing activities necessary for the

business to succeed. Kotler (1984) stated, "The marketing concept holds

that the key to achieving organizational goals consists in determining the

needs and wants of target markets and delivering the desired satisfactions

more effectively and efficiently than competitors" (p. 22). The

implementation of Kotler's statement requires the active participation of

the home-based business owner in the marketplace. Investigating the

marketing practices of home-based business owners was the purpose of the

present research.

The practice of generating income at home has been referred to as

cottage industry, underground economy, home work, working at home,

workstead, and home-based business. Home-based business includes
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telecommuting, electronic cottage, flexiplace, and remote work. It is an

elusive entity that defies the procedures of a standardized organizational

manual. Authors have also added their own interpretations. For example,

Hewes (1981) defined workstead as living and working in the same place.

Hewes (1981) expanded on this definition by giving "equal importance to a

person's occupation and the essential people and comforts in his or her life"

(p. 1).

Definitions

For purposes of the present research, the term home-based business

refers to a business located in the primary residence of the owner, in an

attached building to the primary residence of the owner, or in a separate

building on the same property designated as the personal residence of the

owner.

The focus of the present research was on textile-related, home-

based businesses because of the renewed interest in hand-made products in

which both the craft and the craftperson can be acknowledged (Brabec,

1986a). The term textile-related refers to the manufacture or service of

items that are constructed of textile products. The term textile products

refers to "end-use articles fabricated from fibers, yarns, and/or fabrics

when the product retains the flexibility and drape of the original yarn or

fabric" (Joseph, 1981, p. 390). This fabrication can be in the form of

woven, knitted, or nonwoven structures.

Home-based businesses that involve working with textiles include

rug makers, crocheters, tailors, fabric designers, soft-sculptors, weavers,
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shoemakers, costumers, fiber artists, creators of children's clothing and

accessories, needlecrafters, embroiderers, dressmakers, upholsterers,

spinners, and knitters (Behr and Lazar, 1983; Tepper and Tepper, 1980). In

some parts of the country the entire process of growing a natural fiber,

processing the fiber, and finally weaving a textile product has become an

alternative lifestyle and viable cottage industry (Simmons, 1985).

Marketing reach was a summed numerical score of geographic

marketing areas, distribution methods, and promotion methods. Marketing

reach did not measure all marketing aspects of the business, but rather,

those aspects that demonstrated the degree to which the textile-related,

home-based business operated beyond the boundaries of the home.

Economic need created by the recession in the late 1970's and early

1980's is responsible in part for consumers becoming more self-sufficient

and renewing an interest in producing textile products in the home (Jaffe,

1982). Jaffe cited substantial growth in sales of over-the-counter fabric,

notions, or patterns for Wm. E. Wright Co., Fabri-Centers of America, House

of Fabrics, Butterick Fashion Marketing Co. and Vogue Patterns. Textile-

related, home-based businesses satisfy the need of consumers who lack the

time to produce unique textile products but who wish to purchase these

items.

Importance of Home-Based Businesses

Home-based businesses have contributed to the economy throughout

recorded history. Historically, the home was the center of the family unit
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in the United States, including the extended family. All activities for the

family were conducted in the home; this included producing necessities for

consumption by the family and goods for trade (Baxandall, Gordon, &

Reverby, 1976, p. 2).

Because of recession in the United States during the 1970's,

economic predictions for the 1980's were not optimistic. But, by 1984, the

economy recorded its best performance in 33 years. Inflation slowed to 3.7

percent which was the lowest increase since 1967 and a major swing from

the expectations that double-digit inflation was here to stay. The

unemployment rate decreased from 10.8 to 7 percent. The strength of the

economy did not come from the corporate giants that had previously

monopolized profits (Swain, 1986).

In 1980, Alvin Toffler offered a thought-provoking view of the

civilization of the future in his book, The Third Wave. He projected the

transformation of technology and energy into a new "techno-sphere," the

building of an information society into an "info-sphere," and a third wave

affecting familial relationships, the "socio-sphere," in the 1980's.

Significant changes in technology, information, and traditional family

structures create an ideal atmosphere for returning to working from the

home utilizing the capabilities of computers (Toffler, 1980, p. 207).

Although telecommuting is not the emphasis of the present research,

interest in home-based businesses in general has been enhanced by

Toffler's book. Therefore, a general understanding of telecommuting, or the

electronic cottage, is important in order to identify the expanded use of the

home as a production center.
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Conversely, John Naisbitt (1982, p. 43) predicted a limited

acceptance of the electronic cottage because of the problem of personal

isolation. He viewed humans as basically social and asserted, "People want

to go to the office; people want to be with people" (p. 43). This opinion has

been substantiated by Olson and Primps (1984) who concluded that taking

advantage of computer technology to work at home will not be a motivator

for self-employment. However, working at home as a flexible work option

may meet the needs of a small segment of the population. Ramsower

(1983) found that telecommuting can satisfy the needs of a limited number

of homebound individuals, but it is not likely to become a widespread work

alternative.

These predictions were confirmed by research incorporating the

Current Population Survey in May 1985 in which Horvath (1986) reported

2.2 million persons working at home. Only half of those worked at home at

least 35 hours per week. Horvath predicted only 20,000 persons worked in

the restricted industries regulated by the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Therefore, home-based work as a work alternative is limited.

The State of Small Business: A Report of the President (United

States Small Business Administration, 1986) reported that net income for

sole proprietorships and partnerships increased 4.9 percent in the first

nine months of 1985 over the same period of 1984, while corporate profits

fell 4.1 percent. As directed in Public Law 96-302, Title IV, Sec. 401, the

United States Small Business Administration has developed a "health index"

to report in a single statistic the trends in the economic condition of small

businesses. From a downturn in 1983, the health index increased through

mid-1985.
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During the recession of the 1970's and early 1980's innovations were

being introduced by individuals with an entrepreneurial spirit as large

corporations struggled to reduce costs and beat foreign competition.

Smaller businesses can be flexible to the needs of the market and can adapt

faster than large firms in taking advantage of new market opportunities.

Home-based businesses are better able to serve those markets which would

not be profitable for larger firms.

Gunatilleke (1983) and Haggblade (1984) researched home-based

businesses in the undeveloped countries of Sri Lanka and Botswana. Both

researchers analyzed the economic impact of home-based businesses on the

national economy. The conclusions in both cases were that home-based

businesses were positive contributors to the economy and home-based

industries should not be shifted to the factory setting only because the

technological capability exists. Rather, it was recommended that these

two governments should encourage home-based business enterprises by

providing access to appropriate housing and promoting consumer demand

for home-based business products and services. In return, national

economy is expected to improve and better living conditions for families

will result.

Research Focus

The option to conduct business in the home is a desirable alternative

and compromise for many to the dilemma of career versus family. To the

extent that the family unit is experiencing a renewed importance in
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American society, the choice to work at home may gain in acceptance.

Also, to the extent that quality becomes a high priority in American

consumption patterns, home-based businesses may gain in importance.

The major focus of the present research was on the marketing aspect

of textile-related, home-based businesses. Specifically, this study

investigated how home-based business owners match their products and/or

services with customers to maximize the potential of a sale.

Purpose and Objectives

The main purpose of the present research was to identify the

marketing practices and investigate the importance of marketing practices

to textile-related, home-based business owners. The objectives of this

study were:

1. To describe characteristics of textile-related, home-based

businesses.

2. To describe characteristics of textile-related, home-based

business owners.

3. To determine the most important reason for starting a

textile-related, home-based business.
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4. To determine which marketing practices are performed by

textile-related, home-based business owners.

5. To examine characteristics of textile-related, home-based

business owners which influence the importance of

marketing practices performed.

6. To determine the importance of professional and educational

resources to owners in the marketing aspect of textile-related,

home-based businesses.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The Review of Literature includes the following sections:

Business Considerations for Horne-based Businesses; Identification of

Home-based Businesses; Family Considerations for Home-based Businesses;

and Summary. Research Hypotheses based on the Review of Literature are

stated at the end of the chapter.

Business Considerations for Home-based Businesses

Many issues that affect all businesses are no different for home-

based businesses, such as purchasing materials, production scheduling,

managing cash flow, and bookkeeping. There are some issues, however, that

have unique applications to home-based businesses. The business issue of

concern in the present research was the marketing practices of home-based

business owners. The necessity for a business to implement marketing

practices to the extent profitable may cause conflicts of interest for

home-based businesses caught in legal and tax issues. This section will

address the following business considerations: Marketing; Legal Issues;

and Taxation.

Marketing

The most important concern of any business is to get and keep

customers (Bank of America, 1986). The essence of marketing is the
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attainment of the sale. According to Kotler (1984) and Tull and Hawkins

(1984), successful marketing is achieved by the appropriate mix of five

marketing functions: (1) the right customer; (2) the right product/service;

(3) the right distribution channel; (4) the right price; and (5) the right

promotion method including advertising, personal selling, sales promotion,

and publicity. Business problems associated with marketing can be traced

to the inappropriateness of at least one of these five functions.

The first two marketing functions are dependent on each other. The

challenge of the business owner is to match the right product/service with

the right customer. The degree to which this occurs is somewhat

dependent on the willingness of the business owner to either alter the

product/service or find new customers or markets (Jefferson, 1987).

There is no magic formula to create the perfect match in all situations.

Therefore, measurement and analysis of this marketing practice would be

difficult.

Distribution channels are the means by which the product/service is

provided to the customer. This could occur directly from the producer to

the customer or through use of a middleman. Methods of distribution

include retail sales, wholesale sales, mail orders, and selling through sales

representatives including party plan sales (Jefferson, 1987). Retail sales

include products made for future sales or consignment and custom orders.

A marketing co-op is a method of distribution which is actually a

form of retail sales. Marketing co-ops have evolved as a cost effective

means for smaller businesses to take advantage of advertising and

customer service opportunities that would otherwise be too expensive

(Biggs, 1984 and Nelson, 1988).
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The fourth marketing function in the marketing concept is pricing.

There are many pricing methods used by businesses including cost plus a

profit percentage; time and materials; matching or meeting the price of the

competition; penetration pricing; and skim-the-cream pricing. The last

two methods are used primarily when a new product is introduced to a

target market and the price usually changes over time. Often the selection

of the pricing method is dependent on the nature of the business including

product/service orientation and distribution methods.

The fifth marketing function is promotion. According to Arnold,

Capella, and Smith (1983) the unique characteristics of each of the

conventional promotion methods are as follows:

1. advertising any paid form of nonpersonal communication using

the mass media, such as newspapers, magazines, yellow pages,

radio, and television;

2. personal selling use of person-to-person contact to persuade a

potential customer to make a purchase;

3. sales promotion short term incentives to stimulate sales by use

of giveaways, coupons, demonstrations and exhibitions;

4. publicity any form of nonpaid communication.

Most marketing research focuses on these formal promotion methods.

Very little research has explored informal marketing communication. Word

of mouth was used by the majority of the respondents in a study by M. Kate

Clark (1983). Reingen and Kernan (1986) studied the impact of word of

mouth in referral networks. Word of mouth referrals come from various

sources including unpaid interpersonal communications between

colleagues, referrals from other marketers, and personal or social
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networks. The strength of the ties between groups within the referral

network was found to explain referral behavior. The members of a

marketer's personal network had a greater impact on the referral process

than those who did not know the marketer personally. In a study of

handmade textiles, personal contacts was the most preferred method of

selling by the majority of the respondents because of the direct

involvement with the customer and more profitability per sale (Bigg ,

1984).

Marketing problems can be of major concern to home-based business

owners because the location of the business is away from established

commercial areas (Hewes, 1981, p. 80). This isolation problem enhances

the need for personal networks to function as marketing communication

channels for home-based businesses.

In a study of the relevance of collegiate small business curricula to

the activities of the small business owner, Hess found selling and

marketing activity to be the most important to the "ongoing viability and

success" (1987, p. 28) of the businesses. Selling and marketing activity

was more important to 56 percent of the respondents than management,

finance and accounting, and production. Customer contacts and personal

selling were the most important of five marketing activities for 66

percent of the respondents and the most time-consuming marketing

activities for 40 percent of the respondents. Customer contacts and

personal selling were reported as requiring the highest skill level and

training of all marketing activities by 44 percent of the respondents.

However, selling and marketing activities were found to receive the least

amount of textbook coverage of the four business activities (18 percent) in
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10 texts used in small business courses in colleges and universities. Hess

concluded that small business courses need to more effectively meet the

needs of small business owners.

Based on the market characteristics of small apparel retail firms

described by Fiorito and Greenwood (1986), most home-based businesses

would be classified in the entrepreneurial marketing stage and the

innovation stage of the retail life cycle. The characteristics of small

businesses described by Fiorito and Greenwood (1986) show that location

and size of store have more impact on sales as the evolutionary stages

progress. Changes in location and increases in square footage allocated to

the business may require home-based businesses to exceed the capacity of

the home.

Neil (1986) and Watkin (1986) emphasized the importance of using

specific market strategies to concentrate on a target market. Small

service businesses and retailers were advised to find a competitive

advantage that differentiates attributes not provided by large firms.

One method of determining the target market and competitive

advantages on which small businesses can concentrate is to conduct market

research. McDaniel and Parasuraman (1986) found that whether or not a

small business had conducted market research was significantly related to

the educational level of the owner. McDaniel and Parasuraman (1986) found

most small business owners do not conduct formal marketing research.

Those business owners that did conduct market research felt that the

information they received was worth the cost.

The marketing concept as previously discussed has been challenged

recently by Houston (1986). His challenge is closely aligned with
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recognition of different forms of doing business. The author recognized a

variety of marketers, including artists and craftspeople, who do not design

new products just to meet the needs of customers. In some respects,

home-based business owners are limited in their product flexibility and,

therefore, need to adjust traditional marketing practices accordingly.

Houston proposed liberation of the marketing concept from an analytical

exercise in market research to a set of the three concepts of marketing,

sales, and production.

Legal Issues

One of the concerns in operating a home-based business is legal

requirements. In the early twentieth century, home work became a common

method for families to generate income. The work was obtained through a

system of subcontracting in which one member of the family was

contracted to produce goods on a piecework basis in the home. This became

a common practice in a variety of industries, one of which was textiles.

Unfortunately, the piecework rates were so low that it took most of the

remainder of the family members to generate enough income to survive.

This was a very profitable system for the employer who did not have to pay

for the overhead, but created factory-like conditions in tenements from

which there became no escape.

The practice of home work in the early 1900's was the basis for the

enactment of the Fair Labor Standards Act in 1938 to protect workers from

unscrupulous garment manufacturers who were trying to avoid paying the

minimum wage required by law. This act has been strongly supported by
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the International Ladies Garment Workers Union and the Amalgamated

Clothing and Textile Workers Union over the years as a method to eliminate

the exploitation of textile workers and to prevent underpriced garments

made with labor cheaper than the wages negotiated by the union.

However, in recent years the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 has

been challenged by the ever increasing numbers of people who choose to

perform their work at home. On February 9, 1984, representatives from

across the country came to appear before the United States Senate,

Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Labor and Human Resources in the

Second Session of the 98th Congress in Washington, D. C. (Amending the

Fair Labor Standards Act..., 1984). Their purpose was to testify for an

amendment to the Fair Labor Standards Act that would allow home

production of certain categories of work prohibited by the act. The

industries prohibited from engaging home workers were knitted outerwear,

women's garments, embroidery, handkerchief manufacturing, jewelry

making, button and buckle manufacturing, and gloves and mittens. The

amendment specifically addressed the knitted outerwear industry. This

hearing was the culmination of a controversy which began in 1979 when the

Department of Labor began a review of the original Fair Labor Standards

Act of 1938 to determine the appropriateness of the restrictions for the

seven industries affected. On November 9, 1981, the Department of Labor

ruled the knitted outerwear industry was no longer restricted by the act.

The ban on the other six industries was maintained. The new rule was

challenged and upheld in court, but the ban on knitted outerwear was

reinstated when the case was appealed on November 29, 1983 in the United
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States Court of Appeals for District of Columbia Circuit (Amending the Fair

Labor Standards Act..., 1984).

As a result of the show of support for home work during the Senate

hearing process, on December 5, 1984, the ban on employment of home

workers in the knitted outerwear industry was rescinded (Court less, 1985;

United States Department of Labor, Employment Standards Administration,

1984). This legislation has stimulated controversy regarding government

regulation of textile-related, home-based businesses.

State regulated home work laws that either prohibit the manufacture

of specified products or require additional registration and/or licensing of

the home-based business remain (Brabec, 1986b). Licensing is confusing to

home-based business owners because the laws vary not only from state to

state, but also from city to city and even within cities (Hewes, 1981, pp.

112-122; Kohler, 1986). There are some cities in which operating a

business in a personal residence is illegal (Edwards and Edwards, 1985, pp.

131-142).

The 1986 White House Conference on Small Business recommended

passage of the Hatch "Freedom of Workplace" Act and to eliminate

government disincentives to home-based businesses. Another

recommendation was to increase the emphasis on entrepreneurial education

by the schools (Blackman & Thompson, 1987).

To preserve the right of private enterprise to competition, the stated

position of the United States in Section 2(a) of the 1953 Small Business

Act (amended 1984) is:
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The essence of the American economic system of private enterprise
is free competition.... it is the declared policy of the Congress that
the Government should aid, counsel, assist, and protect, insofar as is
possible, the interest of small-business concerns in order
to...maintain and strengthen the overall economy of the nation."
(Paraphrased by Peterson, Albaum, & Kozmetsky, 1986, p. 68.)

These confrontations regarding legal issues have discouraged home-

based businesses involved in related industries to operate as visible

business entities.

Taxation

Another consideration for home-based business owners is taxation.

The home-based business owner often has a difficult task in separating

business and family expenses, especially when there is not a separate

building or room in which the business is conducted.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 has affected the deductiblity of

expenses for the home-based business owner. Two major changes have

occurred. First, an independent contractor may be treated like an employee

of the party for whom the service is provided and, therefore, cannot deduct

the expenses of the business use of a home. Second, the home office

deductions cannot be used to create or increase a net loss from the

business. Home off ice deductions include depreciation, rent, and utilities.

The amount of the deductions for these expenses is limited by the gross

income from the business reduced by other expenses not attributed to the

use of the home. The new tax law has also changed the requirement that a

profit must be shown in three out of every five years to qualify for a
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business rather than a hobby (Arthur Andersen & Co., 1986, p. 38; Brabec,

1986b, p. 6; Fiore, 1987; Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 1986, p. 5;). The old

tax law required that a profit be shown two out of every five years of

reporting.

Another tax consideration for the home-based business owner is

depreciation of a personal residence as a business expense. When the

personal residence is sold the basis will need to be adjusted to compensate

for the business portion that has previously been deducted for tax purposes.

The nonrecognition of gain for tax purposes applies only to the actual

residence portion of the sale, treating the business portion of the house as

a separate sale (Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1986, p. 337).

Changes in the laws can either discourage or encourage home-based

businesses. It is estimated by the Small Business Administration that

regulatory costs for small firms tend to be three times that for large firms

(Swain, 1986). For the home-based business owner who may have chosen

this mode of work to avoid bureaucracy, the experience of trying to comply

with legal requirements can be extremely frustrating. The changes in the

tax laws have also hindered the identification of home-based business

owners who may not meet the tax law requirements and, therefore, are not

accessible through normal business contacts.

Identification of Home-based Businesses

Identifying home-based businesses is complicated by problems of

definition. One definition comes from Section 3 of the Small Business Act
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of 1953 (as amended February 9, 1984): "A small business concern shall be

deemed to be one which is independently owned and operated and which is

not dominant in its field of operation." This broad definition includes small

businesses, self-employed persons, entrepreneurs, and home-based

businesses.

Peterson, Albaum, and Kosmetsky (1986) found that 28.6 percent of

the general public considered a small business to have five or less

employees. The characteristic mentioned most frequently to define a small

business was "family-owned" (38.4 percent) and the second most frequently

mentioned characteristic was "one outlet" (23.6 percent).

The United States Small Business Administration reported in 1979

that 81.7 percent of sole proprietorships had fewer than five employees

and only one-third of all sole proprietorships had employees (United States

Small Business Administration, The State of Small Business: A Report of

the President 1986, p. 291).

The essence of the home-based business owner is that of an

entrepreneur. Virtually every business in the United States today was

started by an entrepreneur (Easton and Conant, 1985, p. 4). The United

States Small Business Administration issued The State of Small Business:

A Report of the President (1986) in which data on home-based businesses

are compiled with data on the self-employed. In this report, the self-

employed referred to those persons "who work for a profit or fees in their

own business, profession, trade, or farm" and a home-based business is a

business that usually operates from the residential address of the owner.

An entrepreneur referred to anyone who controls the operation of a

business and "assumes the risks and opportunities of being in business."
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These three terms, self-employed, home-based business, and entrepreneur,

are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The Bureau of Labor Statistics

(1988) reported 8.1 million non-agricultural, self-employed workers as of

November, 1987.

However, the United States Small Business Administration uses the

category of self-employed as the umbrella under which some unknown

segment of the population actually operates its businesses in personal

residences. According to the 1986 report, the self-employed were older,

better educated, and more often married than were wage-and-salary

workers. Forty percent of the self-employed were in managerial or

professional occupations. According to the report, opportunities to be

self-employed on a part-time basis were plentiful in the managerial,

professional, and craft occupations. The level of formal education

completed was not related to starting a business in the craft occupations,

but may be related to the success of the business. The number of women

entrepreneurs has increased approximately 20 percent from 1979 to 1983.

The Small Business Administration report predicted that as the interest in

home-based businesses grows, businesses owned by women will become

more significant contributors to the economy (United States Small

Business Administration, The State of Small Business: A Report of the

President. 1986).

Pratt and Davis (1985) have compiled the most complete estimates

of total number of home-based businesses by reconciling data from a

variety of sources. These sources were the 1980 Internal Revenue Service

Income Tax Returns (Forms 1040 and 1040A) filed with Nonfarm

Proprietorship Profit and Loss (Schedule C), the 1980 Journey to Work
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Supplement to the Annual Housing Survey, the 1980 Census Public Use Micro

Sample A, a special tabulation for workers who worked at home from the

1980 Census, an October, 1984, supplement to the Current Population

Survey, market research conducted by AT&T, and the National Longitudinal

Surveys. Pratt and Davis compiled the results using screening questions

asked in each survey to eliminate unqualified businesses. The individual

sources estimated the number of home-based businesses between 7 million

based on the AT&T market research to 0.84 million based on the 1980

Census data. Using the tax returns from the Internal Revenue Service, the

number of home-based businesses was estimated at 5.1 million. These

estimates for non-farm, sole proprietorships are similar to the home-

based businesses as defined in the present research. The proportion of

home-based businesses that would be considered textile-related cannot be

determined.

In another approach to estimating the size of the underground

economy, McCrohan and Smith (1986) sought to determine if the

relationship between formal and informal market expenditures was

substantial enough to explain erroneous marketing performance predictions.

Less than 1.2 percent of the gross national product could be attributed to

consumers' use of informal suppliers in the underground economy.

Consumers very often learned of these suppliers by word of mouth.

Another identification problem related to home-based businesses is

that of valuation of work performed. The Bureau of Economic Analysis

initiated a program in 1978 to measure the value of household production

that was since used to assist home-based business owners in identifying

the value of the goods and services they produced. The Bureau of Economic
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Analysis limited household production to production activities that could

be purchased in the marketplace and activities that could be performed by a

paid person outside the household. The Bureau of Economic Analysis

included time spent in hobbies that produce goods and time spent in

volunteer work (Peskin, 1982).

Hours of household work were valued at the wage rates of paid

workers in the marketplace who perform similar tasks. The value of

household work was limited to the hourly rate and did not include the added

costs for benefits and profits associated with employees.

In 1976, the preceding valuation method showed household work

contributed 44 percent of the Gross National Product. In 1981, the value of

household work for a full-time homemaker was estimated at $12,500

(Peskin, 1982).

Fetterman and Simon (1984) adapted the method of valuation of

household production used by the Bureau of Economic Analysis to serve as a

guideline to home-based business owners in estimating the value of their

own time in producing goods and services for family use and commercial

value. Fetterman and Simon utilized the Cooperative Extension Service

mailing lists for Massachusetts to determine the "economic worth of

household-produced goods and services" for personal use. The results were

intended to aid Extension Home Economists in serving the home-based

business sector. The average annual value of household-produced goods and

services for the average family was found to be $22,776.00.
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Family Considerations for Home-based Businesses

The family unit is of special concern to home-based business owners

because there is no easy way to separate the problems between the family

and the business. The two are physically located in the same residence

where priorities may become entangled. Although the home-based business

owner may achieve personal control over work scheduling, isolation and

lack of credibility cause problems in the overall effectiveness of the

business. The lack of sociability, reduced pay, no employer coverage for

medical benefits, and restricted free time are considered by many women

as trade offs for the advantages of being at home with their children and

earning a supplemental income (Christensen, 1986 & 1985).

Most women, however, are not able to simultaneously work and care

for their children. They must rely on assistance from their spouse and/or

paid child care (Christensen, 1986 & 1985).

Most of the respondents in the studies regarding home-based

businesses and/or arts and crafts have been women, between the ages of 31

to 45 years of age, with at least some college education. The proportion of

household income attributable to the business is too widely distributed to

generalize (Biggs, 1984; Christensen, 1985; Clark, 1983; and Velasquez,

1987 & 1988). The educational level of the home-based business owner

refutes the supposition that the person may be otherwise unemployable.

The home-based business is a choice to work a flexible schedule that

allows family obligations to be met (Christensen, 1987).

The following studies of family relationships used the case study

method to answer exploratory questions about home-based businesses.
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Shifflett and Hoskins (1985 and 1984) studied women in an economically

deprived area of rural Virginia where women were producing a variety of

goods and services from their homes to help provide basic necessities for

their families. Results were based on case studies using a "snowball

technique" to locate subjects. Some of the constraints to growing the

home-based business identified by the subjects were desire for personal

control over the product, lack of self-confidence, embarrassment of family

members, necessity for child care, and lack of a uniform marketing system

for products and services of home-based business owners.

Beach (1985) studied the social interrelationships associated with

family life and work life for home workers. She used semi-structured

interviews and personal observations of home-based businesses located in

a small rural community. She reported that ten out of the fifteen subjects

chose to work at home for family reasons such as availability to children,

maintenance of traditional family roles, and socialization of children in

work activities. Beach (1985, p. 201) interviewed all members of each

household including small children and concluded that "parental access

remains crucial to the relationship long after the preschool years."

Huntley (1985) investigated the characteristics of successful women

entrepreneurs. The findings suggested that choosing entrepreneurship

leads to both job satisfaction and satisfaction with personal life and

family. Although entrepreneurship offers independence, it requires

determination and high self-esteem and success is determined by each

woman differently rather than by societal expectations or definitions.

Because success is individually defined, results of research in this area

should be interpreted cautiously.
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Summary

The literature on home-based businesses is limited. Most research

has been exploratory in nature (Shifflett and Hoskins, 1985 and 1984;

Beach, 1985; Huntley, 1985; and Ramsower, 1983).

Three business considerations have unique applications to home-

based businesses. First, marketing is a major concern for all businesses;

but for home-based businesses, it is complicated by the location of the

business away from established commercial areas (Hewes, 1981). Hess

(1987) found marketing activities to be the most important and most time-

consuming business activities. Customer contacts and personal selling

were the most important and most time-consuming marketing activities

(Hess, 1987).

The second business consideration for textile-related, home-based

businesses was legal issues that focused on the amendment to the Fair

Labor Standards Act of 1938. This act was originally designed to protect

textile workers from the sweat shop working conditions of the

unscrupulous garment manufacturers. More recently, however, this act has

prohibited the free choice of people who choose to produce certain textile

products in their home (Amending the Fair Labor Standards Act..., 1984).

The third business consideration was taxation. The Tax Reform Act

of 1986 has tightened the requirements on deductible expenses for a home-

based business and extended the time requirement to show profitability in

the business to three years out of five.
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The legal and taxation considerations have contributed to the

problem of identification of home-based businesses. Several efforts have

been made to quantify the impact of home-based businesses both on the

economy and on society. To date the efforts have produced conflicting

information.

Considerations regarding the family unit have been the focus of most

research on home-based businesses because of the interrelationships

created when a business is located in the home. Shifflett and Hoskins

(1985 and 1984) and Beach (1985) used case studies to document the

interrelationships of family and

home-based business. Huntley (1985) found there may be a relationship

between satisfied women entrepreneurs and satisfaction with personal and

family life.

There is no research relating specifically to the business aspects of

operating a non-electronic, home-based business. The present research

will quantify the relationship between marketing practices and textile

related, home-based businesses.

Research Hypotheses

The present research focused on how textile-related, home-based

business owners market their products and/or services to maximize

potential for sale. Based on the review of literature, the following

research hypotheses were developed:
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H 1: The textile-related, home-based business owner's desire "to be

my own boss" will be more important than other selected

reasons for starting the business.

H2: Marketing reach will be related to level of education of the

textile-related, home-based business owner and the acquisition

of marketing training by the business owner.

a. Marketing reach of the business will be positively related to

the level of education of the business owner.

b. Textile-related, home-based business owners who have

received marketing training will have a higher marketing

reach than will the textile-related, home-based business

owners who have not received marketing training.

H3: Marketing reach will be related to the amount of household

income attributable to the textile-related, home-based business

and to the service/product orientation of the textile-related,

home-based business.

a. Marketing reach will be positively related to the amount of

household income attributable to the textile-related, home-

based business.
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b. Marketing reach will be positively related to service

orientation of the textile-related, home-based business.

H4: The importance of starting a textile-related, home-based

business in order to "to be my own boss" will be inversely

related to the level of marketing reach of the business.
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METHODOLOGY

The Methodology chapter includes the following sections:

Questionnaire Development, Sample Selection, Data Collection, and Data

Analysis.

Questionnaire Development

A questionnaire was developed to achieve the objectives of the

research (see Appendix A, pp. 76-85). The survey design formulated by

Dillman (1978) was used to format the questionnaire.

The questionnaire was divided into four sections. The first section,

General Home-Based Business Information, included three screening

questions (Questionnaire items *1, *2 and *4) designed to ensure that the

respondent operated a business which satisfied the following inclusion

criteria:

1. The business owner must use or create textile-related products

within the operation of the home-based business;

2. The business must be located in the primary residence of the

owner, in an attached building to the primary residence of the

owner, or in a separate building on the same property designated

as the personal residence of the owner; and

3. The business must have been in operation since 1985 to qualify as

a business rather than a hobby for income tax purposes (Arthur

Andersen & Co., 1986; Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 1986).
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The General Home-Based Business Information section also included

a list of various aspects of textile-related products and services such as

alterations, apparel/accessories, fashion design and weaving

(Questionnaire item *3). The business owner selected up to three aspects

and then ranked them as the primary, secondary, and tertiary aspect of the

textile-related, home-based business.

The General Home-Based Business Information section also included

a bi-polar semantic differential scale which measured the importance of

factors contributing to the decision to start a textile-related, home-based

business such as "To be financially independent," "To work flexible hours,"

"To be my own boss," and "To have a creative outlet" (Questionnaire items

*5a #5p). The factors listed were adapted from questionnaires used by

Behr & Lazar (1983), Christensen (1985) and Morris (1984). The terms used

to anchor this five point scale were not at all important (1) and very

important (5). The respondent was also provided with the option of does

not apply to me (0).

The second section of the questionnaire, Marketing information, was

the major focus of the present research and identified some of the

marketing practices performed by textile-related, home-based business

owners. Variables in this section of the questionnaire were adapted from

Behr and Lazar (1983); Christensen (1985); Bank of America (1986); Arnold,

Capella, and Smith (1983); and Custom Clothing Guild of America

Kirkland, WA. (1983). The scales that measured the methods of

distribution, methods of promotion, and educational and professional

resources included a have not used (0) option. Five point, bi-polar semantic

differential scales, anchored by not at all important (1) and
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very important (5), were used to measure the importance of:

1. Methods of product and/or service distribution (Questionnaire

item *8);

2. Methods of product and/or service promotion (Questionnaire item

*10); and

3. Educational and professional resources utilized by textile

related, home-based business owners for marketing

(Questionnaire item *12).

For each of the three scales a follow-up question required respondents to

indicate the most important response from the list.

The geographic area covered by the textile-related, home-based

business was measured by use of a five point scale which ranged from city-

wide to national (Questionnaire item *5). Respondents were also

requested to answer two open-ended questions about how their

products/services were matched to customers' needs and how their

products/services were priced (Questionnaire items *7 and *9). The

acquisition of marketing training by the textile-related, home-based

business owner or other member of the household was also measured

(Questionnaire item *11).

The third section of the questionnaire, General Business Information,

was designed to gather descriptive business-related information about the

textile-related, home-based businesses. This information included the

product/service orientation of the business, the impact of the home-based

business on household income, and the willingness of the owner to relocate

a growing business out of the home. Non-technical language was used in
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formulating the variables for both the Marketing Information and General

Business Information sections of the questionnaire.

The fourth section of the questionnaire, Personal Information,

contained questions designed to measure characteristics of the textile-

related, home-based business owner. These characteristics were the

demographic variables sex, age, marital status, presence of children in the

household, and level of education completed by the business owner.

The questionnaire was pretested by five textile-related, home-based

business owners referred to the researcher. The questionnaire was self-

administered. For the pretest, additional comments were solicited by the

researcher to help identify concerns or misunderstandings experienced by

the respondent in completing the questionnaire.

The questionnaires were pre-numbered to monitor return. Numbers

were designated to distinguish Oregon textile-related, home-based

businesses from the remainder of the sample (see Sample Selection section

below).

Sample Selection

The subjects in the sample consisted of owners of textile-related,

home-based businesses in various geographic areas of the continental

United States. Almost 45 percent (44.2%) of the sample was from Oregon.

In order to be included in the sample, respondents must have met the

following criteria:

1. The primary purpose of the businesses was the manufacture or

service of items constructed of textile products. The term
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textile products refers to "end-use articles fabricated from

fibers, yarns, and/or fabrics when the product retains the

flexibility and drape of the original yarn or fabric" (Joseph, 1981,

p. 390). The fabrication could be in the form of woven, knitted, or

nonwoven structures.

2. The businesses were located within the same building structure

as the primary residence of the business owner or in a separate

building structure located on the same or adjacent legal parcel of

land to the primary residence of the business owner.

3. The home-based business was in operation at least three tax

years.

The sample, by necessity, was a matter of convenience. There were

no government agencies or organizations that listed textile-related,

home-based businesses specifically, or home-based business owners in

general. Therefore, the researcher compiled a list of 204 businesses that

were textile-related. This compilation was achieved through assistance

from referrals and networking with colleagues, acquaintances, and

organizations. It was estimated that at least 90 percent of the businesses

identified would satisfy the inclusion criteria for the present study. It

was not possible to estimate how many of these businesses had operated

more than three years or would still be in business at the time of the

survey.

The sources used to identify the potential sample included

newspaper articles; magazine articles; books; members classified as

textile-related from the 1986 Directory of Members of the National

Alliance for Home-based Businesses; exhibitors of textile-related products
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observed by the researcher at The Harvest Festival in Portland, Oregon,

November 22, 1986; members of the Custom Clothing Guild in Portland,

Oregon; and textile-related, home-based business owners referred to the

researcher by mutual acquaintances (see Appendix B, pp. 86-87). The

Harvest Festival, based in California, is a marketing co-op which provides

promotional material and arranges craft fairs in 19 cities in 10 Western

states from September through December each year. Exhibitors pay a fee to

the co-op. At times of the year other than during the craft fairs, the

Harvest Festival conducts seminars to assist business owners in various

aspects of their business, including marketing.

Therefore, the sample consisted of the owners of textile-related,

home-based businesses in the continental United States who had been in

operation for a minimum of three tax years.

Data Collection

The projected response rate was 30 percent because this survey

could be perceived as invasion of privacy reaching into two private areas

concurrently, that is, home and business. There was also the potential for

identification of businesses not operating in a strictly legal manner such

as declaration of income for tax purposes or operating against zoning laws.

The questionnaire was mailed to each textile-related, home-based

business owner in the sample. Specifically, the procedures for

questionnaire development, pre-testing, cover letter preparation, envelope

preparation, and mailing were guided by Dillman's (1978) procedures for
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questionnaire surveys. The target response of 50 useable questionnaires

was achieved with one mailing. The cover letter prepared on Oregon State

University letterhead encouraged the respondents' participation, assured

the respondents of the confidentiality of their responses, and offered the

respondents copies of the results of the survey for their participation (see

Appendix A, pp. 76-85). The questionnaires were mailed with a self-

addressed, stamped envelope enclosed in order to increase the response

rate.

Analysis

Data were analyzed using frequency distributions, paired t-tests,

unpaired t-tests, and the Pearson product moment correlation coefficients.

The StatView 512+ (1985) statistical software for the Apple Macintosh

was used for statistical computations. The significance level was .05.

Frequency distributions were used to:

1. Measure the geographic marketing area covered by the

textile-related, home-based business;

2. Measure the importance of methods of product/service

distribution;

3. Measure the importance of methods of product/service

promotion;

4. Measure the importance of educational and professional

resources utilized for the marketing aspects of the

textile-related, home-based business;
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5. Describe the textile-related, home-based businesses; and

6. Describe the textile-related, home-based business owners.

Paired t-tests were used to test Hypothesis 1, that the textile

related, home-based business owner's desire "to be my own boss" will be

more important than other selected reasons for starting the business (Hi).

Marketing reach was herein defined as the numerical sum of three

items on the questionnaire. A numerical score from 1 (city) to

6 (international) was assigned to each geographic marketing area

(Questionnaire item *6). This score was added to the numerical sums of

the importance scores for methods of distribution and promotion. The

possible importance scores for the 8 methods of distribution ranged from

0 to 40 (Questionnaire item *8). The possible importance scores for the

19 methods of promotion ranged from 0 to 95 (Questionnaire item *10).

The total sum was the measure of marketing reach which was used in

analyzing the variables education (Hypothesis 2a), marketing training

(Hypothesis 2b), contribution to household income (Hypothesis 3a), service

orientation of the business (Hypothesis 3b), and importance of "being my

own boss" to starting the textile-related, home-based business

(Hypothesis 4). Marketing reach did not measure all marketing aspects of

the business, but rather, those aspects that demonstrated the degree to

which the textile-related, home-based business operated beyond the

boundaries of the home. The Pearson product moment correlation

coefficient was used to determine the relationship of marketing reach to

the level of education of the business owner (H2a).
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Unpaired t-tests were used to analyze the relationship between the

scores for marketing reach and marketing training. The variable, marketing

training, was separated into the two groups of: (1) those textile-related,

home-based business owners who had received marketing training and

(2) those textile-related, home-based business owners who had not

received marketing training (H2b).

Pearson's correlation coefficient was used to determine the

correlation between amount of household income attributable to the home-

based business (H3a), and the primary orientation of the home-based

business toward a service or a product (H3b). Pearson's correlation

coefficient was also used to determine the relationship between starting a

textile-related, home-based business "to be my own boss" and the

marketing reach of the business (H4).
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RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to identify the marketing practices of

textile-related, home-based business owners and to investigate the

importance of marketing practices to textile-related, home-based

business owners. The objectives of the study included: (1) to describe

characteristics of textile-related, home-based businesses; (2) to describe

characteristics of textile-related, home-based business owners; (3) to

determine the most important reason for starting a textile-related, home-

based business; (4) to determine which marketing practices are performed

by textile-related, home-based business owners; (5) to examine

characteristics of textile-related, home-based business owners which

influence the importance of marketing practices performed; and (6) to

determine the importance of professional and educational resources to

owners in the marketing aspect of textile-related, home-based businesses.

The Results chapter has been organized into a discussion of the

objectives stated above. The sections of this chapter include: (1) Sample

Description; (2) Reasons for Textile-related, Home-based Business Start-

up; (3) Marketing Practices of Textile-related, Home-based Business

Owners; and (4) Importance of Professional and Educational Marketing

Resources to Textile-related, Home-based Business Owners.
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Sample Description

The questionnaire was mailed to 204 potential respondents. Of the

204 questionnaires, 81 (39.7%) were mailed to Oregon addresses and 123

(60.3%) were mailed to addresses outside Oregon but within the

continental United States. Within the first two weeks of the mailing, 19

questionnaires were returned by the United States Post Office as

undeliverable. Of the 101 questionnaires that were completed and

returned by the respondents, 23 were unuseable because (a) inclusion

criteria not met, (b) business closed, or (c) the questionnaire had

substantial missing data. Table 1 (p. 40) shows the reconciliation of the

total number of questionnaires mailed to the 86 total useable

questionnaires included in the final analysis. Of the 86 useable

questionnaires, the number from Oregon was 38 (44.2%) and the number

from outside Oregon was 48 (55.8%).

Of the 23 unuseable questionnaires, two of the respondents did not

meet the criterion of having a business that was textile-related. Eight of

the respondents did not meet the criterion of having a business that was

home-based. An additional eight respondents did not meet the criterion of

having been in business since 1985. These three criteria were used as

screening questions on the questionnaire (Questionnaire items *1, *2, and

*4). Three of the respondents returned unuseable questionnaires because

they were no longer in business. The remaining two unuseable

questionnaires were rejected by the researcher because of missing data.

Therefore, a final response rate of 42.2 percent was achieved from the

total 204 questionnaires that were mailed.
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Table 1

Reconcilation of Questionnaire Mailing

Number Percent

Mai led questionnaires 204 100.0

Undeliverable questionnaires 19 9.3
Questionnaires not returned 76 37.2
Questionnaires returned 109 53.4

Unuseable questionnaires:
Criteria not met:

(1) Business not textile-related 2
(2) Business not home-based 8
(3) Not in business since 1985 8

No longer in business 3
Missing data on questionnaire 2

Total unuseable questionnaires 23 11.3

Total useable questionnaires 86 42.2

The sample was comprised primarily from five sources: the

membership list of the Custom Clothing Guild in Portland, Oregon; textile

related exhibitors at the Harvest Festival in Portland, Oregon on

November 22, 1986; textile-related businesses in the Product/Service

Directory of Women Working Home (Behr & Lazar, 1983); textile-related

businesses in Where to Find the Oregon in Oregon (McCarthy, 1984); and

textile-related members listed in the Directory for Members of the

National Alliance for Homebased Business (July 1986). Additionally,

textile-related, home-based businesses named in various newspaper and

magazine articles were included (see Appendix 5, pp. 86-87).
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The number of useable questionnaires received from each of the five

sources is shown in Table 2 (below) in order of the frequency of

occurrence.

Table 2

Distribution of Useable Questionnaires by Mailing Source

Source Number Percent

Custom Clothing Guild 26 30.2
National Alliance for Homebased Business 26 30.2
Women Working Home 12 14.0
Harvest Festival 11 12.8
Magazine/newspaper articles 7 8.1

Where to Find the Oregon in Oregon 4 4.7

Total 86 100.0

The Custom Clothing Guild and the National Alliance for Homebased

Business were the two mailing sources from which the majority (60.4%) of

the qualified respondents came. Women Working Home yielded 14.0

percent of the qualified respondents. The smallest proportion (4.7%) of

qualified respondents came from Where to Find the Oregon in Oregon.

The Textile-related, Home-based Business

Reference to Table 3 (p. 42) shows the textile-related aspects of

the businesses indicated by the respondents. The greatest proportion

(29.1%) of the respondents indicated the category "apparel/accessories"
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as the primary aspect of their business. The second most frequently

reported aspect of the business (9.3%) was "weaving."

Table 3

Primary Aspects of Textile-related, Home-based Businesses

Aspect Number Percent

Apparel/accessories 25 29.1
Weaving 8 9.3
Needlework 7 8.0
Fiber art 5 5.8
Home interiors 5 5.8
Alterations 4 4.7
Baby /children's clothing & accessories 4 4.7
Textile/fabric design 4 4.7
Fashion design 4 4.7
Tailored clothing (men/women) 4 4.7
Crafts 4 4.7
Knitting 2 2.3
Costumes 2 2.3
Doll clothes 2 2.3
Monogramming 2 2.3
Yarn dyeing 2 2.3
Other 2 2.3

Total 86 100.0

The contribution of the textile-related, home-based business to

household income ranged from 0 to 100 percent. The responses were

indicated in ten percent increments. The most frequently selected range

was "1% 9%" (22.1%). Five respondents indicated they did not know what

portion of their household income was generated by their business. The
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distribution of household income from the textile-related, home-based

business is presented in Table 4.

Table 4

Distribution of Household Income from
Textile-related, Home-based Business

Range Number Percent

0% (None) 12 13.9
1% 9%* 19* 22.1

10% 19% 14 16.3
20% 29% 8 9.3
30% 39%** 6** 7.0**
40% 49% 1 1.2
50% 59% 2 2.3
60% 69% 3 3.4
70% 79% 1 1.2
80% 89% 3 3.5
90% 99% 1 1.2
100% (All) 10 11.6
Don't Know 6 7.0

Total 86 100.0

* mode
** mean

Slightly more than fifty percent (52.3%) of the respondents

indicated their textile-related, home-based business contributed less than

20 percent to their total household income. Almost fourteen percent of

the respondents indicated their business did not provide any portion of

their household income. The textile-related, home-based business
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provided the total of household income for 11.6 percent of the respondents.

The mean income contribution for the sample was in the range

"30% 39%."

The respondents were asked to indicate the percentage distribution

between the production and service orientation of their textile-related,

home-based business. The most frequently reported product orientation of

the business was between 95 and 100 percent (27 respondents, 32.5%).

The most frequently reported service orientation of the business was

between zero and five percent (29 respondents, 35.4%). The mean of the

product orientation of the sample was 72.7 percent. The mean of the

service orientation of the sample was 27.3 percent. Therefore, the

majority of textile-related, home-based businesses in this study were

product rather than service oriented.

The magnitude of the textile-related, home-based business was

measured by the largest geographic area to which the business was

extended and the proportion of household income contributed by the

textile-related, home-based business. The geographic area covered by the

textile-related, home-based business ranged from the city in which the

business was located (19.0%) to foreign countries around the world (8.3%).

The geographic area most frequently indicated by the respondents was

nation-wide (27.4%). The measure of geographic area will be discussed in

relation to marketing of the business products and services in the

Marketing Practices of Textile-related, Home-based Business Owners

section (p. 54) of the Results chapter.
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The Textile-related. Home-based Business Owner

The respondents provided demographic information including age,

sex, marital status, and level of education. A summary of these

characteristics is presented in Table 5 (p. 46). The largest proportion of

respondents were between the ages of 35 and 41 (29.1%). About 98

percent were female (97.7%). Nearly three-fourths were married %)

Some college education was reported by 32.5 percent.

In addition, the respondents provided information about children

living in the household. Of the total sample, 43 (50.6%) respondents

indicated that there were children living in their household. Eighteen of

the textile-related, home-based business owners cared for children under

six years of age themselves while working in the business.

The majority (69.4%) of the textile-related, home-based business

owners did not have other paid employment outside of the home. However,

38 percent of the respondents reported teaching classes related to their

textile-related, home-based business.

A questionnaire item (*18) regarding textile-related, home-based

business owners' willingness to move their business out of the home

produced many unsolicited comments. The comments indicated that a

great deal of care would be required to make such a decision and,

therefore, respondents were either unable to answer or answered with

little certainty. Of the 82 respondents, 44 (53.7%) indicated that they

would be willing to relocate their business if their business outgrew the

capacity of their house.
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Table 5

Demographic Characteristics of Textile-related,
Home-based Business Owners

Number Percent

Age:

Under 29 3 3.5
29 34 15 17.4
35 41 25 29.1
40 47 16 18.6
46 53 10 11.6
52 60 9 10.5
Over 60 8 9.3

Total 86 100.0

Sex:

Female 84 97.7
Male 2 2.3

Total 86 100.0

Marital Status:
Married 62 72.1
Divorced 8 9.3
Single, never married 6 7.0
Widowed 5 5.8
Live-in partner 4 4.6
Separated 1 1.2

Total 86 100.0

Education:
High school diploma 9 10.5
Technical or vocational school 5 5.8
Some college 28 32.5
Community college degree 5 5.8
Four-year college degree 20 23.3
Some graduate/professional school 8 9.3
Graduate or professional degree 11 12.8

Total 86 100.0
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Reasons for Textile-related, Home-based
Business Start-up

Respondents were asked to indicate the importance of fifteen

selected reasons in their decisions to start their textile-related, home-

based businesses (Questionnaire item *5). The five-point importance

scale ranged from "not at all important" (1) to "very important" (5). The

choice, "does not apply to me" (0), was also provided for each reason. The

mean importance scores for the 15 reasons for starting a textile-related,

home-based business are shown in Table 6 (p. 48).

The reason "to work flexible hours" received the highest mean score

(4.60). The reason "to save expense of work clothes" received the lowest

mean score (1.52). Hypothesis 1 predicted that the reason "to be my own

boss" would be more important than any other reason for starting the

business. Paired t-tests were used determine if the difference between

the two highest means was significant. The difference between the means

of "to work flexible hours" and "to be my own boss" was not significant

(paired t = .134, .2= .89).

Further analysis revealed a significant difference was found

between the reason "to be my own boss" and the reason "to have a creative

outlet" (paired t = 2.333, 2= .022). Because the difference between the

reasons "to work flexible hours" and "to be my own boss" was not

significant but the difference between the reasons "to be my own boss"

and "to have a creative outlet" was significant, Hypothesis 1 was

supported. Therefore, "to be my own boss" was one of two most important

reasons for starting a textile-related, home-based business. Hypothesis 1
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was accepted because the reasons "to work flexible hours" and "to be my

own boss" were not statistically different.

Table 6

Mean Importance of Reasons to Start a
Textile-related, Home-based Business

Reasons Mean

To work flexible hours 4.60
To be my own boss 4.57
To have a creative outlet 4.31
To enhance my personal pride 4.21
To have my own money to spend 4.04
To care for my family at home 4.02
To help with household income 3.66
To be financially independent 3.65
To work only part-time 3.57
To afford expense of my hobby 3.04
To avoid office politics 2.49
To educate children about work 2.46
To save commuting time 2.32
To save commuting costs 1.95
To save expense of work clothes 1.52

The respondents were also provided the opportunity to indicate

other reasons for starting their business. These reasons were rated as

"very important" to the textile-related, home-based business owners and

included such comments as "to be in the right place for all my jobs,

mother, wife & person"; "to make the finest product available"; "took my

business to my home to cut down on overhead and operating expenses";
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"wanted to provide quality U.S.A. made knitted goods"; and "to develop

artistic and creative abilities." These responses are indicators for future

research on reasons for starting textile-related, home-based businesses.

Marketing Practices of Textile-related,
Home-based Business Owners

The importance of marketing practices related to distribution and

promotion methods used by the business owners was measured

statistically. The sum of importance scores for the 8 distribution

methods and 19 promotion methods was added to the numerical score for

the largest geographic marketing area of the business to determine the

marketing reach of the business. Marketing practices relating to matching

the product/service to the customer's need and determination of the sales

price were identified by open-ended questions. These marketing practices

were not analyzed statistically and are briefly addressed in the

Recommendations section (p. 67). Therefore, the following section was

divided into three discussion areas: (a) Methods of Distribution;

(b) Methods of Promotion; and (c) Marketing Reach.

Methods of Distribution

Respondents were asked to indicate the importance of eight

selected methods of distribution (Questionnaire item *8). The five-point

importance scale ranged from "not at all important" (1) to
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"very important" (5). The choice, "have not used" (0), was also provided for

each method. Although no hypothesis was developed specifically for the

methods of distribution used in textile-related, home-based businesses,

Table 7 shows the importance means of the methods of distribution in

order from highest to lowest.

Table 7

Mean Importance of Methods of Distribution

Method Mean

Selling directly to consumer 4.54
Custom orders 4.32
Selling to retailer 3.50
Mail order 3.34
Consignment sales 2.85
Uses of sales representatives 2.73
Party plan 2.47
Use of a marketing co-op 1.63

As shown in Table 7, the method of distribution associated with the

highest mean was "selling directly to consumer" (4.54). The method of

distribution with the lowest mean was "use of a marketing co-op" (1.63).

Paired t-test analysis showed a significant difference between the

distribution method "selling directly to consumer" and the second highest

distribution method "custom orders" (t = 2.168, p = .033). Therefore,

"selling directly to consumer" was found to be statistically more

important than the other methods of distribution.
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The respondents also selected the single most important method of

distribution from the list of 8 methods provided. The responses were in

exactly the same rank order as the mean importance of methods of

distribution shown in Table 7. The method that received the most

nominations was "selling directly to consumer" which received 33 (40.7%)

of the nominations. The second most frequent nomination was "custom

orders" which received 23 (28.4%) of the nominations. Therefore, "selling

directly to consumer" and "custom orders" were clearly the most

important methods of distribution to these textile-related, home-based

business owners.

interestingly, "use of a marketing co-op" was not the most

important method of distribution for any of the respondents. This does not

seem to be consistent with the fact that 11 (12.8%) of the respondents

participated in the Harvest Festival which is a marketing co-op (see

Table 2, p. 41). Poor terminology could explain this inconsistency.

Perhaps, the respondents interpreted the Harvest Festival as "selling

directly to consumers" rather than as a marketing co-op. The Harvest

Festival organization provides the advertising, arranges the facilities,

provides entertainment and food, and any other services necessary to

market the products and services of the exhibitors. The exhibitors pay the

Harvest Festival for these services.

Methods of Promotion

The respondents indicated the importance of selected methods of

promotion to the marketing aspect of their textile-related, home-based

business (Questionnaire item $10). A five-point scale ranging from "not at
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all important" (1) to "very important" (5) was used. If the business owner

had no personal experience with a method of promotion, he/she was asked

to select the response, "have not used" (0). Although no hypothesis was

developed specifically for the methods of promotion used in textile-

related, home-based businesses, the mean importance of the methods of

promotion in order of their importance from highest to lowest are

presented in Table 8.

Table 8

Mean Importance of Methods of Promotion

Method Mean

Word of mouth 4.73
Networking 4.25
Professional business cards 4.22
Flyers/brochures 4.00
Permanent product labels 3.96
Removable product hang tags 3.87
Referral list 3.82
Trade shows 3.72
Direct mail 3.63
Craft fairs 3.54
Trade magazines 3.24
Catalogs 3.19
Cold calls 3.04
Trade newsletters 2.82
Newspapers 2.50
Yellow pages 2.50
Coupons 2.06
General magazines 1.92
Flea markets 1.73
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As shown in Table 8, the method of promotion associated with the

highest importance mean was "word of mouth" (4.73). The lowest

importance mean was associated with "flea markets" (1.73). Paired t-test

analysis showed that "word of mouth" was significantly higher than the

next highest method of promotion, "networking" (t = 4.37, p. = .0001).

Therefore, "word of mouth" was statistically more important than any

other method of promotion for textile-related, home-based businesses.

The respondents were also asked to identify the single most

important method of promotion from the list provided. The method that

received the greatest number of nominations was "word of mouth" which

received 42 (52.5%) of the nominations. This finding was consistent with

the results from the importance scale means in Table 8 (p. 52).

Marketing Reach

Marketing reach was defined as the numerical sum of three items on

the questionnaire. A numerical score from 1 (city) to 6 (international)

was assigned to each geographic marketing area (Questionnaire item *6).

This score was added to the numerical sums of the importance scores for

methods of distribution and promotion. The possible importance scores

for the 8 methods of distribution ranged from 0 to 40 (Questionnaire item

*8). The possible importance scores for the 19 methods of promotion

ranged from 0 to 95 (Questionnaire item *10). The range of possible

scores for marketing reach was from 1 to 141. The total sum was the

measure of marketing reach which was used in analyzing the variables
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education (Hypothesis 2a), marketing training (Hypothesis 2b),

contribution to household income (Hypothesis 3a), service orientation of

the business (Hypothesis 3b), and importance of "being my own boss" to

starting the textile-related, home-based business (Hypothesis 4).

Marketing reach did not measure all marketing aspects of the business, but

rather, those aspects that demonstrated the degree to which the textile

related, home-based business operated beyond the boundaries of the home.

The distribution of geographic marketing areas covered by the

textile-related, home-based businesses in the sample arranged from the

largest (International) to the smallest (City) area is shown in Table 9. The

most frequently selected geographic marketing area was the "nation"

which was selected by 23 (27.4%) of the respondents. "International" was

Table 9

Distribution of Geographic Marketing Area
of Textile-related, Home-based Businesses

Geographic Area Number Percent

International 7 8.3
Nation 23 27.4
Region 14 16.7
State 9 10.7
County 15 17.9
City 16 19.0

Total 84 100.0
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selected by only seven (8.3%) of the respondents as the largest geographic

marketing area of their textile-related, home-based businesses.

The educational level of the textile-related, home-based business

owner was predicted to be positively related to the marketing reach of the

business (H2a). The correlation between the marketing reach of the

business and the educational level of the textile-related, home-based

business owner was .230 (p < .05, df = 84). Therefore, as the correlation

was both significant and positive, Hypothesis 2a was accepted.

Hypothesis 2b predicted that textile-related, home-based business

owners who have received marketing training will have a higher score for

marketing reach than those textile-related, home-based business owners

who have not received marketing training. Of the 86 respondents, 56 (65%)

had received marketing training and 30 (35%) had not received marketing

training. The raw scores for marketing reach were compared to the

presence or absence of marketing training for the textile-related, home-

based business owner. Using an unpaired t-test, the results proved

significant (t = 7.91, p = .019). Therefore, the textile-related, home-

based business owners who received marketing training had a higher

marketing reach than the textile-related, home-based business owners

who had not received marketing training. Thus, Hypothesis 2b was

accepted.

Marketing reach was predicted to be positively related to the

amount of household income attributable to the textile-related, home-

based business (H3a). The correlation between the marketing reach of the

business and the contribution of the textile-related, home-based business

to the household income was .102 (p > .05, df = 84). Although this
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relationship was positive, the correlation was not significant. Therefore,

Hypothesis 3a was rejected.

Hypothesis 3b predicted that marketing reach would be positively

related to the service orientation of the textile-related, home-based

business. The correlation between the marketing reach of the textile-

related, home-based business and the service orientation was -.014

> .05, df = 82). This relationship was negative and the correlation was

not significant. Therefore, Hypothesis 3b was rejected.

Hypothesis 4 predicted that the importance of starting a textile-

related, home-based business in order to "to be my own boss" would be

inversely related to the marketing reach of the business. The correlation

between the marketing reach of the business and the importance of

starting a textile-related, home-based business in order to "be my own

boss" was significant (r =.297, p. < .05, cif = 77). However, because the

correlation was positive rather than negative as predicted, Hypothesis 4

was rejected. The results indicate the more important the reason "to be

my own boss" was to starting the textile-related, home-based business,

the higher the marketing reach of the business.

Importance of Educational and Professional Marketing Resources
to Textile-related, Home-based Business Owners

The respondents indicated the importance:of selected educational

and professional resources to the marketing aspect of their textile

related, home-based business. A five-point scale ranging from "not at all
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important" (1) to "very important" (5) was used. If the business owner had

no personal experience with a specified resource, he/she could select the

choice "never used" (0). The mean importance of the educational and

professional resources in order of their importance from highest to lowest

are presented in Table 10 below. No educational and professional resource

achieved a mean of 4.00 on the five point scale. All of the means were

between 3.00 and 4.00 except the two lowest means (2.72 and 2.52).

Table 10

Mean Importance of Educational
and Professional Resources

Resource Mean

Self-study books 3.99
Trade association publications 3.92
Trade association seminars 3.86
University courses 3.32
Community/Junior college seminars 3.29
University seminars 3.15
Cooperative Extension Service Seminars 3.14
Community/Junior college courses 3.10
Small Business Administration publications 3.08
Private consultants 3.07
Cooperative Extension Service publications 2.72
Small Business Administration counselors 2.52
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As shown in Table 10 (P. 57), the resource which received the

highest mean importance score was self-study books (3.99). The lowest

mean importance score was associated with Small Business

Administration counselors (2.52). The paired t-test was used to analyze

the differences in the means. The difference between self-study books,

highest, and trade association publications, second, was not significant

(paired t = .912, 2 = .366). The mean of the third highest resource, trade

association seminars, was compared to the mean for self-study books.

This difference was also not significant (paired t = 1.628, p = .110). The

difference between the mean of the fourth highest resource, university

courses, and the mean of self-study books was also not significant

(paired t = 1.182, p = .250). A significant difference was obtained when

the importance mean of self-study books was compared with the fifth

highest importance mean, community/junior college seminars,

(paired t = 2.378, 2= .027). Overall, the educational and professional

resources received only moderate importance levels with little difference

among the means.

The respondents were also asked to identify the single most important

educational and professional resource from the list provided. The resource

that received the greatest number of nominations was self-study books

which received 19 (23.5%) of the nominations. The order of the three most

often nominated resources was similar to the order of means for the first

three resources listed in Table 10 (p. 57). University courses were

nominated as most important by 4 (4.9%) of the respondents. Thirteen

(16%) respondents nominated their own comment specified in the "other"
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category as the single most important educational and professional

resource to the marketing aspect of their textile-related, home-based

business. Nine of these comments related to on-the-job or real life

experience and other business associates as their most important resource

for marketing aspects of their business.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The purpose of the present study was to identify the marketing

practices and investigate the importance of marketing practices to textile-

related, home-based business owners. To determine these marketing

practices and their relative importance, 204 questionnaires were mailed to

textile-related, home-based businesses in the continental United States.

To qualify for inclusion in the study, the business had to be (1) textile-

related, (2) home-based, and (3) in operation for a minimum of three tax

years.

The questionnaire included bi-polar semantic differential scales to

measure the importance of ( I ) factors relating to reasons for starting a

textile-related, home-based business; (2) methods of distribution;

(3) methods of promotion; and (4) educational and professional resources.

Other variables relating to the textile-related, home-based business were

the aspects of textiles in which the business was involved, the geographic

marketing area in which the business operated, the product/service

orientation of the business, the contribution of the business to household

income, and the willingness of the owner to relocate a growing business

out of the home. The respondents also provided demographic information

including sex, age, marital status, presence of children in the household,

and level of education completed by the business owner.
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The target response of 50 useable questionnaires was accomplished

from one mailing. Of the 204 questionnaires mailed, 86 (42.2%) were

useable.

Data collected were analyzed using frequency distributions, paired t-

tests, unpaired t-tests, and Pearson product-moment correlation

coefficients. The significance level used was .05.

The greatest proportion of the respondents selected the single

category "apparel/accessories" as the primary aspect of their textile

related, home-based business. The geographic area most frequently

indicated by the respondents was nation-wide. Slightly more than fifty

percent of the respondents indicated their textile-related, home-based

business contributed less than 20 percent to their total household income.

Fourteen percent of the respondents indicated their business did not

provide any portion of their household income. The textile-related, home-

based business provided the total of household income for about 12 percent

of the respondents.

The respondents provided the percentage distribution between the

production and service orientation of their textile-related, home-based

business. The product orientation of the business was between 95 and 100

percent for 27 respondents (32.5%). The service orientation of the business

was between zero and five percent for 29 respondents (35.4%). The mean of

the product orientation of the sample was 72.7 percent. The mean of the

service orientation of the sample was 27.3 percent. Therefore, the

majority of textile-related, home-based businesses in this study were

more product than service oriented.
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Respondents tended to be between the ages of 35 and 41, female,

married, and had some college education. Half of the respondents indicated

there were children living in their household. Eighteen of the textile-

related, home-based business owners cared for children under six years of

age themselves while working in the business.

The majority of the textile-related, home-based business owners did

not have other paid employment outside of the home. However, 38 percent

of the respondents taught classes related to their textile-related, home-

based business. Over half of the respondents indicated that they would be

willing to relocate their business if their business outgrew the capacity of

their house.

Six hypotheses were developed to meet the objectives of the present

study. The results of the hypothesis testing are summarized in the

following sections.

HI: The textile-related, home-based business owner's desire "to be my
own boss" will be more important than other selected reasons for
starting the business.

Respondents were asked to indicate the importance of fifteen

selected reasons in their decisions to start their businesses. The reason

"to work flexible hours" received the highest mean score (460). The reason

"to be my own boss" received the second highest mean (4.57). However,

paired t-tests revealed the difference was not significant (paired t = .134,

= .894). These two reasons were significantly different than any other

reason for starting a textile-related, home-based business. Hypothesis 1
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was accepted as "to be my own boss" was one of two most important

reasons for starting a textile-related, home-based business.

H2a: Marketing reach of the business will be positively related to the level
of education of the business owner.

The Pearson correlation between the marketing reach of the business

and the educational level of the textile-related, home-based business

owner was .230 (p < .05 level, df = 84). Therefore, Hypothesis 2a was

accepted.

H2b: Textile-related, home-based business owners who have received

marketing training have a higher marketing reach of their business
than the textile-related, home-based business owners who have not
received marketing training.

Of the 86 respondents, 56 (65%) had received marketing training and

30 (35%) had not received marketing training. The textile-related, home-

based business owners who received marketing training had a statistically

higher marketing reach than the textile-related, home-based business

owners who had not received marketing training (unpaired t = 7.91,

p = .019). Thus, Hypothesis 2b was accepted.

H3a: Marketing reach will be positively related to the amount of household
income attributable to the textile-related, home-based business.

The correlation between the marketing reach of the business and the

contribution of the textile-related, home-based business to the household

income was .102 (p. > .05, df = 84). Even though this relationship was
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positive, the correlation was not significant. Therefore, Hypothesis 3a was

rejected.

H3b: Marketing reach will be positively related to service orientation of
the textile-related, home-based business.

The Pearson correlation between the marketing reach of the business

and the service orientation of the textile-related, home-based business

was -.014 (p > .05, df = 81). Even though this relationship was negative,

the correlation was not significant. Therefore, Hypothesis 3b was

rejected.

H4: The importance of starting a textile-related, home-based business in
order to "to be my own boss" will be inversely related to the level of
marketing reach of the business.

The Pearson correlation between marketing reach and the importance

of starting a textile-related, home-based business in order to "be my own

boss" was .297 (2 < .05, df = 77). Even though the correlation was

significant, the relationship was positive rather than negative as

predicted. Therefore, Hypothesis 4 was rejected. The results indicate the

more important the reason "to be my own boss" was to starting the textile-

related, home-based business, the higher the marketing reach of the

business.
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Conclusions

The questionnaire was mailed to textile-related, home-based

business owners in the continental United States. The questionnaire was

designed to encourage participation (Diliman, 1978). The use of statistical

procedures to analyze the results of the survey was an improvement on

past research based on case studies and popular literature written without

benefit of quantitative research.

There were three conclusions drawn from the present study. These

conclusions concern: (1) the stereotypical profile of textile-related,

home-based business owners; (2) the importance of marketing to textile-

related, home-based business owners; and (3) the importance of

educational and professional resources to the marketing aspects of the

textile-related, home-based business owner.

First, the results confirmed the stereotypical profile of the textile-

related, home-based business owner as a married woman between the ages

of 35 and 40 with some college education and with children living in the

home. This person typically does not have other paid employment outside

the home but may teach classes related to her business. Although this

demographic picture may have been expected based on intuition, it had not

been previously substantiated.

However, the finding that over half of the sample would be willing to

relocate their business if it outgrew the capacity of their home does not

appear consistent with the profile of the typical textile-related, home-

based business owner. The most important reasons for starting the

textile-related, home-based business were "to work flexible hours" and "to
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be my own boss." These reasons were more important than "to have a

creative outlet" which may appear to be more closely aligned to the typical

demographic profile.

Second, the marketing practices of textile-related, home-based

businesses were found to be limited but recognized by respondents as

important aspects of the business. A measure of marketing reach was

developed that helped to statistically analyze selected characteristics of

the business and the business owner.

There was a positive and statistically significant relationship

between the level of education of the textile-related, home-based business

owner and the marketing reach of the business. Also, if the business owner

had received marketing training, the marketing reach of the business was

higher. The more important the reason "to be my own boss" was to starting

the textile-related, home-based business, the higher the marketing reach.

The marketing reach of the textile-related, home-based business

was not found to be significantly related to the amount of household

income attributable to the business or the product/service orientation of

the business.

Therefore, the use of marketing reach as a measurement tool has

limited relationships. The results of this study showed those relationships

to be limited to the personal characteristics of the owner rather than

aspects of the business.

Third, educational and professional resources do not appear to meet

the marketing needs of textile-related, home-based business owners. This

was supported by the moderate level of importance indicated by the

respondents for all of the resources listed. The respondents were more
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interested in "real life" experiences and business contacts as resources for

marketing information.

Although many educational institutions and governmental agencies

have expressed concern and interest in home-based businesses, the

research literature in this area was limited and provided little assistance

in the formulation of this study. The present study was, therefore,

exploratory in nature. Because marketing was found to be the most

important activity to the continued success of small businesses, the focus

of the present study was the marketing practices of textile-related, home-

based business owners (Hess, 1987). The high interest of textile-related,

home-based business owners in the study was apparent in the unexpectedly

high response rate to the survey achieved in a single mailing, the requests

by over half the respondents for results of the survey, and unsolicited

comments of encouragement and appreciation for their inclusion as

participants. Therefore, this population appears to be receptive to future

research that is perceived as practical and beneficial not only to

educational institutions and governmental agencies but to the home-based

business owners.

Recommendations

This study was an exploratory investigation of the marketing

practices of textile-related, home-based business owners. As such, the

potential remains for much further research.
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Three major areas for further research were suggested by the

results. These areas would expand on the marketing functions investigated,

the sample, and the marketing training needs of home-based business

owners.

First, expansion of the marketing functions covered by this research

is needed. The present study focused on distribution and promotion

methods. A research project focusing on the complex issue of pricing is

warranted. Another research project on the ability or inability of the

home-based business owner to adjust their product/service offered to

meet the needs of the target market is also justified.

The second area for further research concerns home-based

businesses that are not textile-related. The questionnaire used in the

present study could be administered to other home-based businesses and

the results of the two studies compared to determine if the use and

importance of marketing practices of the two groups differ. Also, the

marketing practices could be regionalized to determine if the marketing

practices are used differently or are of more importance in various

geographic locations.

The third recommendation for further research is a needs

assessment for educational and professional offerings in marketing for

home-based business owners. The respondents in the present research did

not consider any of the educational and professional resources to be very

important to the marketing aspect of their businesses. The unsolicited

disclosures of "real life" experiences being more important offer an

opportunity for educational institutions and governmental agencies to

provide some alternatives for marketing training for home-based business
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owners. The nation's first fully accredited University of the Arts was

established in Philadelphia in 1987 with an endowed Chair in Craft

Marketing and Management as a focus for research and scholarship

(Philadephia Colleges of the Arts become first U. S. arts university, 1987).

Many home-based businesses could benefit from research in the arts and

crafts. Therefore, a needs assessment to determine the educational and

professional marketing requirements of home-based businesses is

appropiate.

With many questions as yet unanswered about the marketing

practices of home-based businesses it would appear that the potential for

further research in this area is abundant.

Based on the present study, three additional recommendations can be

made regarding public policy and home-based businesses. The most

important recommendation is for educational institutions and governmental

agencies in local or regional areas to utilize existing resources and

educational materials. Even if the materials were not based on scientific

research of the population, they can be used as guidelines for future

curricula without re-inventing the wheel.

The second recommendation is to promote membership in

organizations that specialize in assisting home-based business owners

(see Appendix C, p. 88). Because "word of mouth" was the most important

promotion method to the respondents in the present study and "real life

experiences" and "business contacts" were very important resources,

networking with other home-based business owners should be promoted as

a viable resource.
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The third recommendation is twofold. First, educational

opportunities must be specifically designed for home-based business

owners and, second, those opportunities should be inexpensive. This may

necessitate subsidized education in the interest of economic development.

These recommendations regarding public policy are provided to assist those

educational institutions and governmental agencies interested in promoting

home-based business as a work alternative.
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APPENDIX A

Cover Letter and Questionnaire



Department of
Apparel, Interiors

and Merchandising

College of
Home Economics

Oregon
UStateniversity Corvallis, Oregon 97331 (503) 754-3796

November 6, 1987

Owner's Name
Owner's Address
City, State Zip

Dear Owner's Name:

Public awareness of home-based businesses is increasing. The option to conduct work in the home
is a desireabie alternative and compromise to the dilemma of career versus family. It is
important for home-based business owners to help each other by contributing information that
will assist educational institutions and governmental agencies in meeting the needs of home-based
business owners.

As you may know, there is no central register of home-based businesses. Your home-based
business has been selected to participate in a study of the marketing practices of textile-related,
home-based businesses. In order to obtain meaningful results, it is important that you, the owner
of the business, complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it in the enclosed self-addressed,
stamped envelope.

You may be assured of complete confidentiality. The questionnaire has an identification number
for mailing purposes only. This is so your name can be checked off the mailing list when your
questionnaire is returned. Your name will never be placed on the questionnaire.

You may receive a summary of results by writing "Copy of Results Requested" on the back of the
return envelope and printing your name and address below it. Please do not put this information
on the questionnaire itself.

If you have any questions, please write or leave a message at the university office.
Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Lynette Duggan
Researcher

Sally Francis, Department Head
Apparel, Interiors, and Merchandising

78
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HOME-BASED BUSINESSES:

ARE YOU MINDING YOUR

MIME AT MEV

A survey of textile-related home-based businesses

Lynette Duggan

Department of Apparel, Interiors and Merchandising

Ore on
StUniversity

Corvallis, Oregon 97331

503-754-3796
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There is limited information available regarding home-based businesses. We are
specifically interested in the marketing practices of home-based businesses that use or
create textile products.

GENERAL HOME-BASED BUSINESS INFORMATION:

1. Do you use or create textile products in your business? (Circle number)

1 NO. Please stop here and return your questionnaire in the envelope provided.
2 YES. Please continue with question 2.

2. Please circle the number of the response that most accurately describes the location
of your business in relation to the rest of your home.

Where is your business is located? (Circle number)

1 INSIDE MY HOME. Please continue with question 3.
2 IN A BUILDING CONNECTED TO MY HOME. Please continue with question 3.
3 IN A SEPARATE BUILDING ON THE SAME PROPERTY AS MY HOME. Please continue

with question 3.
4 IN A DIFFERENT NEIGHBORHOOD FROM MY HOME. Stop here. Thank you for your

participation. Please return your questionnaire in the envelope provided.

3. Please indicate the area of textiles that describes your home-based business. Write
the letter of the Elmary, aspect of your business in the box provided. If this is not
the only aspect of your business, write the letter of the second, and if necessary,
the third aspect of your business in the boxes provided.

11=.

A. alterations
B. apparel/accessories
C. baby/children's clothing & accessories

PRIMARY ASPECT D. costumes
E. crafts
F. textile or fabric design
G. fashion design

SECOND ASPECT H. fiber art
I. knitting
J. needlework (including applique' & quilting)
K. spinning

THIRD ASPECT L. tailored clothing (men/women)
M. upholstery
N. weaving
0. other (specify)

(PLEASE GO TO NEXT PAGE)
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4 Have you operated your home-based business continually since 1985? (Circle number)

1 YES. Please continue with question 5.
2 NO. Stop here. Thank you for your participation. Please return your

questionnaire in the envelope provided.

5. How important were each of the following factors in your decision to start your
home-based business? On a scale from 1 to 5 with 1 meaning "not at all important"
and 5 meaning "very important", please circle one number which most accurately
describes the importance of each of the factors. If a factor does not apply to you,
please circle 0.

a. To be financially independent
b. To save commuting costs
c. To save commuting time

NOT AT ALL VERY DOES NOT

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT APPLY TO ME

d. To save expense of work clothes .

e. To avoid office politics
f. To work flexible hours

g. To have my own money to spend
h. To be my own boss
i. To help with household income

j. To enhance my personal pride
k. To afford expense of my hobby
1. To care for my family at home

m. To work only part-time
n. To educate children about work
o. To have a creative outlet
p. Other (please specify)

1 1

1 2 3 4 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 0

1 2 3 4 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 0

1 2 3 4 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 0

1 2 3 4 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 0

1 2 3 4 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 0

2 3 4 5

(PLEASE GO TO NEXT PAGE)
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MARKETING INFORMATION:

6. What is the largest geographic marketing area of your business? (Circle number)

1 CITY-WIDE
2 COUNTY-WIDE
3 STATE-WIDE
4 REGIONAL
5 NATIONAL
6 OTHER (please specify)

7. How do you match your product and/or service to your customers need?

8. How important are each of the following methods of distribution to the marketing of
your products and/or services? Please circle one number which most accurately
indicates the importance of each method. If you have not used the method, circle 0.

NOT AT ALL VERY HAVE NOT

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT USED

I I

a. Selling directly to consumer 2 3 4 5 0
b. Selling to retailer 2 3 4 5 0
c. Use of a marketing co-op 2 3 4 5 0

d. Custom orders 2 3 4 5 0
e. Use of sales representatives 2 3 4 5 0
f. Party plan 2 3 4 5 0

g. Mail orders 2 3 4 5 0
i. Consignment sales 2 3 4 5 0
j. Other (please specify) 2 3 4 5 0

8a. Which method of distribution from the list above is the MOST IMPORTANT to
your business? (Write one letter in the blank.)

MOST IMPORTANT METHOD

9. How do you determine the sales price for your products and/or services?

(PLEASE GO TO NEXT PAGE)
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10. How important are each of the following oromotion_raethods you have used to the
marketing of your products and/or services? Please circle one number which most
accurately describes the importance of each method. If you have not used the method
listed, circle 0.

NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT

VERY

IMPORTANT
HAVE NOT

USED

A yellow pages 1 2 3 4 5 0
B. newspapers 1 2 3 4 5 0
C. trade magazines 1 2 3 4 5 0

D. trade newsletters 1 2 3 4 5 0
E. general magazines 1 2 3 4 5 0
F. direct mail 1 2 3 4 5 0

G. flyers/brochures 1 2 3 4 5 0
H. catalogs 1 2 3 4 5 0
I. professional business cards 1 2 3 4 5 0

J. permanent product labels 1 2 3 4 5 0
K. removable product hang tags 1 2 3 4 5 0
L. coupons 1 2 3 4 5 0

M. trade shows 1 2 3 4 5 0
N. flea markets 1 2 3 4 5 0
0. craft fairs 1 2 3 4 5 0

P. word of mouth 1 2 3 4 5 0
Q. networking 1 2 3 4 5 0
R. cold calls 1 2 3 4 5 0

S. referral list 1 2 3 4 5 0
T. other (please specify)

1 2 3 4 5 0

10a. Which promotion method from the list above is the MOST IMPORTANT to your
business? (Write one letter in the blank.)

MOST IMPORTANT METHOD

(PLEASE GO TO NEXT PAGE)
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11. Have you or any other person associated with your home-based business received
training in marketing? (Circle one number)

YES NO

a. You 1 2
b. Other (please specify association/relationship) 1 2

12. How important are each of the following educational and professional resources you
have used to the marketing aspect of your home-based business. Please circle one
number which most accurately describes the importance of each resource. If you
have never used the resource listed, circle 0.

NOT AT ALL VERY NEVER

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT USED

1

a. Community/Junior college courses 1 2 3 4 5 0
b. Community/Junior college seminars .1 2 3 4 5 0
c. Cooperative Extension Service seminars 1 2 3 4 5 0

d. Cooperative Extension Service publications 1 2 3 4 5 0

e. University courses 1 2 3 4 5 0
f. University seminars 1 2 3 4 5 0
g. Private consultants 1 2 3 4 5 0

h. Self-study books 1 2 3 4 5 0

i. Small Business Administration publications . 1 2 3 4 5 0
j. Small Business Administration counselors .... 1 2 3 4 5 0
k. Trade association seminars 1 2 3 4 5 0

1. Trade association publications 1 2 3 4 5 0

m. Other (please specify)
1 2 3 4 5 0

12a. Which educational and/or professional resource from the list above is the
MOST IMPORTANT to your business? (Write one letter in the blank.)

MOST IMPORTANT RESOURCE

13. List below any organizations to which you belong that help you in the marketing
aspect of your business.

(PLEASE GO TO NEXT PAGE)
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GENERAL BUSINESS INFORMATION:

14. What percent of your business is involved in the manufacture of a product and/or the
performance of a service?

% PRODUCT

% SERVICE

% OTHER (please specify)

100 % Total

15. What percent of your total household income is provided by your home-based
business? (Circle number)

1 0% (NONE) 8 60% 69%
2 1 %- 9% 9 70% 79%
3 10% 19% 10 80% 89%
4 20% 29% 11 90% - 99%
5 30% - 39% 12 100% (ALL)
6 40% 49% 13 DON'T KNOW
7 50% - 59%

16. Do you have other paid employment outside the home? (Circle number)

1 NO

F-2 YES
1 6a. Please describe your other employment

17. Do you teach classes related to your home-based business? (Circle number)

1 NO

72 YES
17a. Please describe classes taught

18. If your business outgrew the capacity of your home, would you be willing to
relocate your business and no longer work at home? (Circle number)

1 YES

2 NO
(PLEASE GO TO NEXT PAGE)
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PERSONAL INFORMATION:

19. What is your sex? (Circle number)

1 FEMALE

2 MALE

20. What is your present age?

Years

21. What is your current marital status? (Circle number)

1 MARRIED
2 LIVE-IN PARTNER
3 DIVORCED
4 SEPARATED
5 WIDOWED
6 SINGLE, NEVER MARRIED

22. Are there children living in your household?

I NO

I-2 YES
22a. Who cares for the children under age six while you work in your

business? (Circle number)

ME

2 SPOUSE/PARTNER
3 NO ONE
4 PAID PERSON OUTSIDE OF HOME
5 OTHER (specify)

23. What is the Jiighest level of education you have completed? (Circle number)

1 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

2 HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
3 TECHNICAL OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL OR TRADE CERTIFICATE
4 SOME COLLEGE
5 COMMUNITY COLLEGE DEGREE

6 FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE DEGREE
7 SOME GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL

8 GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL DEGREE

(THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION)
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APPENDIX B

Sources for Mailing List
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SOURCES FOR MAILING LIST

Beckham, C. (1986, December 14). Mills mend, craft returns. The
Statesman-Journal, p. B-1.

Behr, M. & Lazar, W. (1983). Women working home: The home-based
business guide and directory. Norwood, NJ: WWH Press.

Chase, L. (1986, January/February). Sheila Finzer has the appliqued
sweatshirt business sewn up. Northwest Women in Business, pp. 8-10.

Everaton, E. (1986, January/February). Jeans make dreams come true in
Peedee. Northwest Women in Business, pp. 16-17,22.

Goranson, E. (1986, September 24). Woman's business looking good. The
Oregonian, p. D-1.

Grol ler, I. (1981, May). Mothers who work at home. Parent's Magazine,
pp. 51-56.

Hamilton, M. (1986, February 23). Woman entrepreneurs launch second
and third careers: Stitching their way to success. San Francisco
Examiner, pp. 5-1,4.

Kleiman, C. (1986, December 17). New woman seeks control in business.
The Oregonian, p. D-13.

Mader, M. (1987, March 6). Needleplay. Gazette-Times, p. 16.

McCarthy, B. (1984). Where to find the Oregon in Oregon. Salem, OR:
Oregon Arts Commission.

National Alliance of Homebased Businesswomen (1986, July). Directory of
Members. Midland Park, NJ.

Roberts-Dominguez, J. (1987, March 15). Knit Wit knocks at purly gates.
Gazette-Times, p. C5.

Stautz, S. (1986, September 18). Guild eases loneliness of solo sewing.
The Oregonian, p. ME2.

Tuthill, M. (1982). Fashions on the clubhouse turn. Nation's Business,
70(5), P. 91.
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Home-Based Business Associations and Newsletters
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HOME-BASED BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS & NEWSLETTERS

The National Association for the Cottage Industry
P. O. Box 14850
Chicago, Illinois 60614
Director: Cora lee Kern (312) 472-8116
Newsletter: Cottage Connection

National Alliance of Homebased Businesswomen
P. 0. Box 95
Norwood, New Jersey 07648
Directors: Marion Behr and Wendy Lazar
Newsletter: The Alliance

Barbara Brabec Productions
P. O. Box 2137
Naperville, Illinois 60566
Newsletter: National Home Business Report
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APPENDIX D

Raw Data
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Table 11

Frequencies of Importance Values for
Reasons for Textile-related, Home-based Business Start-up

Not at all
important

1

Reasons for Start-up

Importance Values

5 Total2 3

Very
important
4

To be financially independent 7 9 14 14 28 72

To save commuting costs 30 7 13 1 4 55

To save commuting time 24 8 13 4 7 56

To save expense of work clothes 38 10 6 1 1 56

To avoid office politics 24 11 8 8 10 61

To work flexible hours 2 0 6 12 60 80

To have my own money to spend 2 5 17 10 36 70

To be my own boss 1 2 7 10 59 79

To help with household income 8 6 18 9 30 71

To enhance my personal pride 1 4 12 24 40 81

To afford expense of my hobby 18 9 12 10 19 68

To care for my family at home 8 4 4 7 37 60

To work only part-time 10 5 12 10 25 62

To educate children about work 16 12 11 5 6 50

To have a creative outlet 1 3 17 10 52 83
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Table 12

Frequencies of Importance Values for
Methods of Distribution

Methods of Distribution

Not at all
important

1

Importance Values
Very

5 Total2 3

important
4

Selling directly to consumer 1 3 10 4 62 80

Selling to retailer 8 5 14 9 20 56

Use of a marketing co-op 13 0 1 0 2 16

Customer orders 1 7 8 13 50 79

Use of sales representatives 13 4 1 2 10 30

Party plan 8 4 1 2 4 19

Mail orders 4 10 12 3 15 44

Consignment sales 10 9 14 6 8 47
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Table 13

Frequencies of Importance Values for
Methods of Promotion

Not at all
important

Importance Values
Very

important
1 2 3 4 5 Total

Methods of Promotion

Yellow pages 6 4 6 2 2 20
Newspapers 13 10 6 1 8 38

Trade magazines 6 3 4 3 9 25
Trade newsletters 5 4 6 4 3 22

General magazines 8 2 1 0 2 13

Direct mail 5 7 4 6 18 40

Flyers/brochures 3 4 7 12 24 50
Catalogs 5 2 5 2 7 21

Professional business cards 0 7 16 12 48 83
Permanent product labels 2 8 7 12 27 56

Removable product hang tags 3 3 8 7 18 39
Coupons 8 3 4 1 1 17

Trade shows 2 6 6 3 15 32
Flea markets 8 4 2 1 0 15

Craft fairs 8 6 9 5 22 50
Word of mouth 0 3 3 7 69 82

Networking 1 4 11 10 38 64
Cold calls 4 7 4 4 6 25

Referral list 4 6 8 8 23 49
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Table 14

Frequencies of Importance Values for
Educational and Professional Resources

Not at all
important

1

Resources

Importance Values

Total2 3 4

Very
important

5

Community/Junior college courses 6 2 9 7 5 29

Community/Junior college seminars 4 1 7 8 4 24

Cooperative Extension seminars 4 2 6 5 4 21

Cooperative Extension publications 6 7 3 6 3 25

University courses 5 2 4 8 6 25

University seminars 4 0 6 g 1 20

Private consultants 6 5 6 5 7 29

Self-study books 1 6 20 18 34 79

Small Business Admin. publications 5 9 17 11 6 48

Small Business Admin. counselors 10 1 7 5 2 25

Trade association seminars 4 2 11 12 20 49

Trade association publications 4 7 10 8 31 60


